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FORWARD
The solid waste management framework is a statement of intent by the Board of Municipality
of Wajir

on the management of solid waste in the municipality. The policy sets out plan of

action in the management of solid waste that is generated from the various activities
undertaken in the municipality.

A sustainable and resilient municipality is one devoid of solid waste menace; one whose
environment is free from stench of decomposing matter; where solid waste does not litter and
block drainage channels and other waterways; where matters environment look and are indeed
organized.

The framework has been developed in a consultative process that involved many stakeholders.
The stakeholder’s spectrum included national government ministries, departments and semiautonomous institutions; the county government of Wajir

leadership and departments; the

municipal board, representatives of civil society, religious organizations and residents of the
municipality.

The rolling out of the policy mark a major milestone in the management of physical environment
of the Wajir municipality. It is my humble request that all stakeholders work together to deliver
a solid waste free municipality.
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CHAPTER ONE
PROJECT BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction
Management of solid waste remains one of the major challenges facing most urban areas in
Kenya. Many of the urban areas depicts a hopeless situation that is characterized by high
littering of solid waste. As a result, solid waste has become a threat to aesthetic, ecology,
human health and infrastructure in urban areas.
Redress to state here that, a clean environment is both a human and a constitutional right, but
the obtaining situation points to a position of hopelessness in urban administrations to manage
solid waste.
Several efforts have been made by government and non-government players to correct this
situation. One such endeavor is relating urban financing to efforts put by the various urban
management and administrations to tackle the challenge of solid waste. Recently the
government of Kenya in collaboration with the World Bank rolled out a financing programme
popularly known as Kenya urban support programme (KUSP) that tied disbursement of grants
to municipalities on performance on various fronts of the urban wellbeing, among them
management of solid waste. In the KUSP programme, a municipality must prove to both the
National Government and the World Bank, that they are taking serious measures in
management of solid waste.
This framework is an effort by the municipal board of Wajir

and the county government of

Wajir to not only attain a safe and secure environment for the municipality but also an effort
to fulfill the conditions for further disbursement of grants from the national government and the
World Bank.

1.2 Statement of the Problem
By provisions in the Constitution of Kenya (2010) Article 69, every person is entitled to a clean
and healthy environment and has a duty to safeguard and enhance the environment. However,
the generation of wastes continues to confront man in his living environment. This is as a result
of anthropogenic activities which generate waste, especially under conditions of rapid
urbanization. The common waste being solid waste; that potent severe impact on the
environment, thus threatening quality of life. Unfortunately, the rise in solid wastes generation
1
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has not necessarily been followed by an increase in the capacity to effectively manage the
emerging challenges.
Given that Municipalities have a rapidly growing population associated with a growth rate of
5.1%, the problem of generation of huge quantities of solid wastes is likely to become more
confounding. Currently, about three quarters of the solid waste generated within the
municipalities in kenya has a high likelihood of not being uncollected or even unprofessionally
handled.
The urban areas lack sufficient capacity in solid waste management thus leading to the
pollution of urban environment including pollution to rivers, soils, water sources and air, and a
lot of damage to infrastructure. It is not uncommon to find urban areas that are experiencing
serious flooding during rainy seasons on account of drainage systems that is blocked by poorly
managed solid waste.
Municipal Vision Statement
A secure, resilient and competitive municipality.
Municipal Mission Statement
To provide world class service to residents and visitors of the municipality.

1. 3 Consultancy Objectives
The main objective of this consultancy is to provide a framework for the management of solid
waste in the municipality of wajir.
The specific objectives of the consultancy are to:
✓ Assess the current state of solid waste management in the municipality of wajir.
✓ Identify opportunities for effective and efficient management of solid in the municipality.
✓ Formulate an integrated framework for management of solid waste of the municipality.

2
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CHAPTER TWO
BASELINE INFORMATION

2.1 Location
2.1.1The Municipality of Wajir
Wajir Municipality is located in Township, Barwago and Wagberi ward, Wajir East sub-county
and covers an approximate area of 137 square km. The Municipality is situated along IsioloMandera road which divides it into two portions. The figure below shows the location of Wajir
Municipality in the National, Sub-County, ward and local contexts:
Map 1:Location Map

Source, Kenya Gis, 2019
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2.2. Physical and Topographic features
Wajir County is a featureless plain and lies between 150 metres and 460 metres above sea
level and along latitude 1°45'N and longitude 40°4'E. Its Altitude is 244 m (801 ft.). The plain
rises gently from the south and east towards the north rising to 200 metres at Buna and 460
metres at Bute and Gurar at the foothills of Ethiopian highlands.
2.3 Ecological Conditions
Wajir County is a semi-arid area falling in the ecological zone V-VI. Zone V receives rainfall
between 300-600mm annually, has low trees, grass and shrubs. On the other hand zone VI
receives an annual rainfall of 200-400mm. Overall, the county receives an average of 240 mm
of rainfall per year which is erratic and short making it unfavorable for vegetation growth and
rain fed agriculture. There are two rainy seasons’ i.e. short and long rains. The short rains are
expected between October to December and the long rains from March to May each year.

2.4 Climatic conditions
The county experiences annual average relative humidity of 61.8 per cent which ranges from
56 per cent in February to 68 per cent in June. The average annual precipitation is 240 mm or
20 mm each month. June is the driest month with an average of 1 mm of rain while April is the
wettest month with an average of 68 mm of rain. The average temperature is 27.9 °C and the
range of average monthly temperatures is 3.5 °C. The warmest months are February & March
with an average of 36°C while the coolest months are June, July, August & September with an
average low of 21 °C.
2.5 Solid Waste Management Facilities
Major contributors of solid waste in the municipality include plastic bags and bottles. Currently
the Municipality lacks a sound solid waste management system hence leading to
environmental pollution. The only dumpsite within the municipality is Bulla Maow which is not
properly managed. The residents within its jurisdiction have requested the county government
to start decommissioning. There is need to explore establishment of smart technologies in solid
waste.
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2.6 Water and Sanitation
2.6.1 Water resources
The municipality has several water resources namely: underground, surface and sub-surface
sources. There is a high potential for rain water harvesting especially from flash floods during
the long rains. The county has 272 boreholes, 15 mega pans, and 260 water pans. There is
need to carry out comprehensive geological surveys to identify areas with high ground water
potential.
2.6.2 Sanitation
The municipality has no sewerage system and mainly relies on septic tanks and bucket latrines.
There has been outbreaks of public health related emergencies in the municipality e.g. cholera
as a result of high e-coli levels partly attributed to water contamination. The municipality should
promote Community Led Total Sanitation to assist settlements achieve open defecation free
(ODF) status thereby reducing prevalence of water borne diseases. There is need to improve
on the sanitation facilities to alleviate the negative effects it can pose on the environment given
that most parts have poor drainage and experience floods during rainy seasons
2.7 Population and Demography
The population of Wajir County was estimated at 781,263 in the 2019 Population and Housing
Census and has similar features as that of the national population but different demographic
indicators. The Wajir

Municipality is located in Wajir

East Sub-County. However, Kenya

national bureau of statistics have not yet released the 2019 ward population distribution which
act as planning unit.
Table 1: 2019 population distribution
2019, Population distribution Analyses
Administrative

Male

Female

intersex

Total

Wajir county

415,374

365,840

49

781,263

Wajir east sub-

59,359

51,292

3

110,654

unit

county
Source, KNBS, 2019
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Methodology
The design of Integrated Solid Waste Management (ISWM) plan and system is objectivedependent. This is to say that if the overall objective of ISWM is only limited to stabilizing or
reducing the amount of wastes being landfilled, then the system can be designed to increase
recycling (the material) and recovery through waste incineration. However, if the objective also
incorporates other aspects such as air pollution control, then the former design may not
necessarily suffice the requirement, instead waste reduction and/or recycling the organic
content of wastes might demand consideration.
ISWM often has the following objectives:
❖ Diversion from disposal (landfills)
❖ Increase recycling
❖ Control the pollution from waste to the environment: e.g. Control groundwater
❖ Pollution by landfill leachate, air emissions from waste incineration, or to reduce littering
and dumping
❖ Increase cost efficiency in waste management
❖ Waste reduction, e.g., decoupling waste increase from economic growth.
3.2 Baseline Information
Meaningful targets and a good project design depend on having adequate information on the
scale and nature of the problem. Information on the current and previous situation was obtained
through waste quantification and characterization of data of the past and the current waste
management situation. Investigation on wastes and its management was conducted.
3.3 Secondary Data Review
A review on existing various policy documents and legal framework was conducted in relation
to the study and the project. This was necessary to help ascertain the extent of compliance
with various policy and legal requirements. Key statutes to be considered included the EMCA
Act of 1999 (amended, 2015), Public Health Act, Cap 242, occupational and safety health
act,2007, The land Act, 2012, Land Registration Act, 2012, Kenya Roads Act 2007, Traffic Act,
Cap. 403, xiv) Environmental

Management

and

Coordination

(Waste

Regulations, 2006 and the County Government Act, 2.4.1 amongst others.
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Management)

3.4 Reconnaissance Survey
This Consultant undertook a preliminary field survey of the study area. The consultant
employed observation and a series of preliminary meetings with key agencies as methods of
data collection. During the visit, the Consultant familiarized themselves and gathered
preliminary data on the baseline information of the study area.
3.5 Stakeholder Analysis and Identification
The stakeholder’s analysis and identification were undertaken by the Consultant in close
collaboration with the client and various National and County Government agencies involved.
The stakeholders were categorized into various groups. Such groups include the National and
County Government agencies, community-based organizations, specialized groups, and selfhelp groups among others. From each group, an assessment of the number of persons
affected by the project were established from which an appropriate number of representatives
were agreed on. Special attention was drawn to existing groups that also have a wellestablished system of representation. The stakeholders identified played an active role in the
participatory phase of the assignment.

3.6 Preparation and Submission of Inception Report
After the successful completion of the reconnaissance survey, the Consultant prepared an
inception report. The report was prepared by critically analysing and evaluating the terms of
reference, preliminary data collected and desktop reviews. Desktop reviews entailed
preliminary review of the existing policy and legal documents affecting the project as well as
any other relevant documents. The inception report comprised of a brief of the project,
description of baseline information and overview of the preliminary findings. The report detailed
out the tasks, method of execution and work plan which guides the process. It has provided an
overview of the consultants’ understanding of the project, its aims, objectives, activities,
deliverables and outputs.
3.7 Primary Data Collection
This entailed preparation of detailed data checklists, questionnaires, key informant interview
schedules etc. that guided the field staff on data collection methods. Data was collected on the
following aspects;
a)

Physical location: size and location, climate, hydrology, physiography, geology and

soils. Site assessment and secondary data collection will be used to collect the data.
7
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a)

Ecological environment: flora and fauna: This involved desktop review of existing

secondary data, including ecological report and environmental impact statements conducted
in the broader project area, in order to obtain a broad understanding of existing bio-data in the
project area.
b)

Socio-economic environment:

land use and economic activities, population

composition and administrative units-public participation, site assessment and secondary data
review was used.
c)

Economic data: this involved data collection on financial institutions, energy access,

markets and urban centers, agriculture sector, housing among other economic activities within
the proposed project site.
d)

Infrastructure and access: the site assessment, participation and secondary data

review was used to collect data as described below. Amount solid waste generated within the
municipality boundary was also collected.
A combination of research methods was utilized to collect both quantitative and qualitative data
i.e.
✓ Stakeholders engagement /public participation
✓ Questionnaire administration
✓ Review of secondary data
✓ Field Observation/Assessment
i)

Stakeholders’ Engagement/Public Participation

The key principle of consultation was to ensure that the views of stakeholders are taken into
account and reported in the report. It also ensured that all stakeholders were identified and
their opinion considered during project planning, design, construction, operation and
decommissioning phases. Stakeholder engagement started during the scoping phase and
continued throughout the assessment ensuring that legislative requirements and Project
standards are met, that stakeholder concerns were addressed in the assessment and sources
of existing information and expertise were identified and drawn upon. Consultation was
undertaken at a number of stages during the evolution of the Project. Public participation was
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achieved through Stakeholders analysis, direct interviews, observations, questionnaire
administration, holding of Public barazas and stakeholder workshops as discussed below:
ii)

Semi Structured Interviews

Interviews were used to get responses from the proponent, opinion leaders within the
municipality; local politicians; Provincial Administration and County administration. Others
included representatives from Government Ministries and Departments e.g. Lands and
Physical Planning; Environment and Mineral Resources; Public Health and Sanitation; NEMA;
Water and Irrigation; Gender; Culture, Sports and Social Services; Water Resources
Management Authority (WRMA) among others.
iii)

Questionnaire Administration

The consultant used the Questionnaires to collect socio-economic information of the proposed
project area and the project affected persons. This was conducted by visiting each of the
randomly sampled stakeholders.
iv)

Focused Group Discussions

The consultant conducted focus group discussions with a view of reaching as many
stakeholders as possible in order to make the findings of the study as representative as
possible.
v)

Key Stakeholders’ Workshop

Key informants Workshops was conducted. The Consultant invited the stakeholders to a
workshop whereby key environmental and social issues pertaining to the project was discussed
and their opinion sought so as to be incorporated into the project planning, design,
construction, and operation and decommissioning phases of the project. This workshop was
held to act as a feedback mechanism on the project. Some of the relevant key stakeholders
included NGO’s, Transporters, and Community representatives, Relevant Government
Departments both County and National among others.
The objectives of the public consultation included:
✓ To provide an opportunity for all the stakeholders and communities in the proposed
project area to raise issues and concerns pertaining to the project.
✓ To conduct a socio-economic survey
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vii)

Field Observations/Site Assessment

All parts of the study area were visited physically and visual data observed recorded. Field
checklists was used as guides on areas of keen interest. Photography was used for visual
recording of data
3.8 Impact Analysis and Prediction
The consultant analyzed and described all significant changes brought about by the project.
This encompassed physical environment (topography, geology, climate and meteorology, air
quality, hydrology and general environmental conditions); biological environment (types of flora
and diversity, endangered species, ecologically sensitive areas); social and cultural
environment

(population, land use, planned development activities, community structure,

employment and labor force, sources and distribution of income, cultural properties).
The consultant also:
•

Identified all the sources of impacts such as dust, spoils, vehicles emissions, water

pollution, construction camps, e.t.c using checklists and questionnaires. This was followed by
listing possible receptors in the environment (e.g. crops, communities, and migrant labors)
through surveying the existing environmental and socio-economic conditions and consultation
The Consultant analyzed the data using checklist, matrix, threshold limit, overlays or any other
appropriate method. The analysis process involved use of physical, socio-cultural,
mathematical, and economic models including an evaluation of costs and benefits.
3.9 Preparation of The Preliminary Report
The consultant prepared the preliminary report based on the analyzed data and its findings
and presented the results to the technical team for comments. The impact were analyzed and
proposals made on the mitigation measures.

3.10 Development of Waste Collection and Disposal Plan
Upon identification of the impacts from the project, appropriate measures have been suggested
to mitigate the impacts. The impacts and mitigation are integrated in the Waste Collection and
Disposal framework.
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3.11 Development of Waste Collection and Disposal Plan Mitigation and Monitoring Plan
Based on the baseline data of the project, the consultant has designed a comprehensive
monitoring and evaluation plan which will act as a measure of compliance during
implementation and operation stages of the project.
3.12 Preparation of Waste Collection and Disposal framework
The consultant incorporated all the stakeholder’s comments to prepare the final report on waste
collection and disposal plan. The consultant will submit the final report to the municipal board
for approval.
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CHAPTER FOUR
LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK
4.1 Overview
General Overview Slid waste management plan is a tool for ensuring new projects and
programmes incorporate appropriate measures to mitigate adverse impacts to the
environment and peoples’ health and safety as well as enhancing sustainable operations with
respect to environmental resources and co-existence with other socio-economic activities
within the municipality and its neighborhoods.
4.1.1 Legislative and Regulatory Framework
The above assignment and methodology will be undertaken under the following legislative and
regulatory framework:
The Constitution of Kenya, 2010
Article 42 of the Constitution states that every person has the right to a clean and healthy
environment, which includes the right:
•

To have the environment protected for the benefit of present and future generations
through legislative and other measures, particularly those contemplated in Article 69;
and to have obligations relating to the environment fulfilled under Article 70.

•

Article 69(2) states that every person has a duty to cooperate with State organs and
other persons to protect and conserve the environment and ensure ecologically
sustainable development and use of natural resources.

•

Article 70 (1) states that If a person alleges that a right to a clean and healthy
environment recognized and protected under Article 42 has been, is being or is likely
to be, denied, violated, infringed or threatened, the person may apply to a court for
redress in addition to any other legal remedies that are available in respect to the same
matter.

Environmental Management and Coordination Act, Amended (2015)
The Environmental Management and Coordination Act, Cap. 387 received assent on 27th
May, 2015 and was gazetted on 17th June, 2015. The Act correlatively entitles every person
in Kenya to a clean and healthy environment meaning people are entitled by others but they
also have a responsibility of ensuring they do not undermine other people’s enjoyment of the
environment. The main objectives of the Act are to;
12
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•

Provide guidelines for the administration of an appropriate legal and institutional
framework for the management of the environment in Kenya.

•

Provide guidelines for environmental impact assessment, Environmental Audit and
monitoring, environmental quality standards and environmental protection orders.

•

The second schedule to the Act lists the projects for which an ESIA and EA must be
carried out.

•

Section 68 of the Act specifies that accurate records should be maintained and annual
reports submitted to NEMA as required.

Water Act Cap. 372
The Act prohibits water pollution and controls interaction with water resources by prohibiting
leaving pollutants in any water supply. The Water Act states that any person who neglects or
pollutes any source of supply which is used or is likely to be used for human consumption or
domestic purposes, or for manufacturing of food or drinks for human consumption, shall be
guilty of an offence.

The Act prohibits among others the unlawful interference with watercourse or body of water
and prohibits the release of water without a permit, and specifies penalties for polluting water
used for human consumption. Any person who unlawfully throws or conveys or causes to be
conveyed any rubbish, dust, refuse, effluent, trade wastes or other offensive or unwholesome
matter or thing into or near any body of water in such a manner as to cause or likely to cause
pollution thereof, shall be guilty of an offence, punishable by a fine.
Comments/observation
•

Water sources used during operational phase should be free from contamination and
fit for human consumption by the community.

•

Adequate measures ought to be in place to prevent the entry of any refuse, effluent
or silt into drains and water courses.

Public Health Act, Cap 242
Part IX, section 115 of the Act states that no person or institution shall cause nuisance or
condition liable to be injurious or dangerous to human health. Section 116 requires local
authorities to take all lawful, necessary and reasonably practicable measures to maintain
areas under their jurisdiction clean and sanitary conditions up to standard and to prevent
occurrence of nuisance or condition that can expose workers to injury such as may occur at
construction work sites. Such nuisance or conditions are defined under section 188 as wastes,
sewers drains or refuse pits in such a state, situated or constructed in the opinion of the
13
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medical officer of health to be offensive or injurious to health. Other nuisance is noxious matter
or waste flowing or discharged from any site in to a public street or into the gutter or side
channel or nuisance. Additional nuisances are accumulation of materials or refuse which in
the opinion of the Medical Officer of Health is likely to harbour rats or other vermin.
Part XII section 136 states that all collections of water, sewage, rubbish, refuse and other
fluids, which permits or facilitate the breeding or multiplication of pests shall be deemed
nuisance and are liable to be dealt with in the manner provided by this Act.
Occupational Safety and Health Act 2007
The Act sets minimum standards that are to be maintained in workplaces to safeguard health,
safety and welfare of workers. These are all aimed at elimination of hazards that may cause
injury and losses at the workplace. The Act further requires all workplaces to display the OSHA
abstract for all workers to read and remind themselves on how to protect themselves from
hazards. The Act also makes it mandatory for occupiers or employers to provide personal
protective equipment and all practicable means to prevent injury to workers who are exposed
to any potentially harmful substances or conditions.
Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit) Regulations, 2003
These are entrenched under section 147 of the EMCA (Amendment) 2015 .They were
published in the Kenya Gazette supplement no.56 legislative supplement no. 31, legal notice
no.101 of 13th June, 2003.The regulations provide a framework for conducting ESIA and
Environmental Audit and apply to all policies, plans, programmes, project and activities
specified in parts IV, V and the second schedule of EMCA (Amendment) 2015.
Environmental Management and Coordination (Water Quality) Regulations, 2006
The regulations provide for sustainable management of water resources including prevention
of water pollution and protection of water resources (Rivers, streams, springs bore/holes, wells
etc) in order to protect human health and the environment. All persons are required to refrain
from any actions, which directly or indirectly cause pollution. In order to protect water sources
from pollution, these regulations place a restriction on the discharge of effluent into water
bodies. These regulations were published in the Kenya Gazette supplement no.68 legislative
supplement No. 36, legal notice No.120 of 29th September, 2006.
Environmental Management and Coordination (Waste Management) Regulations, 2006
The government has established regulations to provide details on management (handling,
storage, transportation, disposal and treatment) of various waste streams which include:
domestic, industrial, hazardous, toxic, biomedical and radioactive waste with an emphasis on
waste minimization and clean production. The aim of these regulations is to protect human
14
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health and the environment; they define the responsibilities of waste generators and the duties
and requirements for transportation and disposal of waste.
The regulations require a waste generator to dispose waste only to a designated waste
receptacle. These regulations were published in the Kenya gazette supplement no.69
legislative supplement No. 37, Legal Notice No.121 of 29th September, 2006.
Environmental Management and Coordination (Noise and Excessive Vibration
Pollution) (Control) Regulations 2009
Part 2 of the regulations states that no person shall make or cause to be made any loud,
unreasonable, unnecessary or unusual noise which annoys, disturbs, injures or endangers
the comfort, repose, health or safety of others and the environment. The noise will be
determined if loud, unreasonable or unusual by factors such as: Time of day, Proximity to
residential area, Whether the noise is recurrent, intermittent or constant, The level and
intensity of noise, whether the noise has been enhanced in level or range by any type of
electronic or mechanical means, whether or not the noise can be controlled without much
effort or expense to the person making the noise.

Section 5 of the regulation warns against operating beyond the permissible noise levels while
Section 6 gives guidelines on the control measures for managing excessive noises. The
regulation states that a day starts from 6.01 a.m. to 8.00 p.m., while night starts from 8.01 p.m.
– 6.00 a.m. Construction sites near the silent zones are allowed maximum noise level of 60
dB (A) during the day, whilst night levels are maintained at 35 dB (A). The time frame for
construction sites is adjusted and the day is considered to start at 6.01 a.m. and ends at 6.00
P.M while night duration starts from 6.01 p.m. and ends at 6.00 a.m.

Part 3 Provision relating to noise from certain sources states that where defined work of
construction, demolition, mining or quarrying is to be carried out in an area, the Authority
(NEMA) may impose requirements on how the work is to be carried out including but not limited
to requirements regarding; Machinery that may be used and the permitted levels of noise as
stipulated in the second schedule and third schedule of these regulations.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SITUATIONAL ANALYSES
Wajir

municipality has a rapidly growing population inhabited by the low and middle class.

This status has led to an increase in waste generation and complexity of the waste streams.
Over the years waste management was the preserve of the local government authorities.
However, these entities failed to develop a culture prioritizing the establishment of proper
waste management systems and hence allocated meager resources for its operations. In
addition, there was general lack of personnel with requisite technical capability for the
improved waste management practices. Still worse, the authorities did not have institutional
capacities to manage waste. Consequently, the current poor state of waste management has
prevailed translating into indiscriminate dumping, uncollected waste and lack of waste
segregation across the municipality.
An analysis of existing practices provides information that forms the basis for administrative
and technical considerations leading to the development of this framework.
5.1 Waste Streams
The waste streams in Wajir municipality can be categorized as domestic, municipal, industrial
and hazardous wastes; in addition to e-waste, waste/used oil, waste tyres attributed to growing
commercial and industrial activities as well as the marked growth of ICT. The composition of
general waste varies considerably between households, businesses, and industries.
Among the types of wastes found in the municipality are: domestic waste, biomedical waste,
used oil and sludge, e-waste, fluorescent lamps, construction and demolition waste. The
municipality sources of waste are as shown in the table below
Table 1: Sources of Waste
Type
Sources
Organic

Food scraps, yard (leaves, grass, brush) waste, wood, process residues

Paper

Paper scraps, cardboard, newspapers, magazines, bags, boxes,
wrapping paper, telephone books, shredded paper, paper beverage cups.
Strictly speaking paper is organic but unless it is contaminated by food
residue, paper is not classified as organic.

Plastic

Bottles, packaging, containers, bags, lids, cups

Glass

Bottles, broken glassware, light bulbs, colored glass

Metal

Cans, foil, tins, non-hazardous aerosol cans, appliances (white goods),
railings, bicycles
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Other

Textiles, leather, rubber, multi-laminates, e-waste, appliances, ash, other
inert materials

Source

Typical Waste Generators

Types of Solid Wastes

Residential

Single and multifamily dwelling

Food

wastes,

paper,

cardboard, plastics, textiles,
leather, yard wastes, wood,
glass, metals, ashes, special
wastes (e.g., bulky items,
consumer electronics, white
goods, batteries, oil, tires),
and

household

hazardous

wastes (e.g., paints, aerosols,
gas tanks, waste containing
mercury, motor oil, cleaning
agents),

e-wastes

computers,

phones,

(e.g.,
TVs),

septic tank waste
Industrial

Light and heavy manufacturing, Housekeeping

wastes,

fabrication, construction sites, packaging,

wastes,

food

power and chemical plants construction and demolition
(excluding

specific

process materials, hazardous wastes,

wastes if the municipality does ashes, special waste
not oversee their collection)
Commercial

Stores,

hotels,

restaurants, Paper, cardboard, plastics,

markets, office buildings

wood, food wastes, glass,
metals,

special

wastes,

hazardous wastes, e-waste
Institutional

Schools,
medical

hospitals
waste),

(non- Paper, cardboard, plastics,
prisons, wood, food wastes, glass,

government buildings, airports

metals,

special

wastes,

hazardous wastes, e-wastes
Construction
Demolition

and New construction sites, road Wood, steel, concrete, dirt,
repair,

renovation

sites, bricks, tiles

demolition of buildings
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Source

Typical Waste Generators

Municipal Services

Street cleaning, landscaping, Street sweepings; landscape
parks,

beaches,

Types of Solid Wastes

other and tree trimmings; general

recreational areas, water and wastes from parks, beaches,
wastewater treatment plants

and other recreational areas,
sludge

Waste generated
As per the 2009 KNBS census, the municipality population was 82,800 (43,684 males and
39,116 females) with the projected population expected to be 117,331 (61,902 males, 55,429
and females
The Kenya 2009 Population and Housing census indicate that the county had a total
population of 661,941 which is projected to 852,963 and 852,963 in 2018 and 2020
respectively.

Males comprise 55 per cent of the population whereas female population

account for 45 per cent. The county has an inter-censual growth rate of 3.22 per cent which
was higher than the national population growth rate of 3.0 per cent.
As per the world bank, waste generation in sub-Saharan Africa is approximately 62 million
tonnes per year. Per capita waste generation is generally low in this region, but spans a wide
range, from 0.09 to 3.0 kg per person per day, with an average of 0.65 kg/capita/day. Using
the average of 0.65kg/capital/day waste generation, the Wajir municipality waste generation
estimation is as shown in the table below:
Table 2: Waste Generation Analyses
Waste generation
Year

2019

2024

Wajir Municipality

27,181,264.5 kg

31,929,272.7kg

Source, field study, 2019
5.2 Environmental Problems of Poor Waste Management
The key environmental problems that are a consequence of poor waste management recorded
in Wajir municipality are:
Soil contamination: Hazardous chemicals that get into the soil (contaminants) can harm
plants when they are taken-up through their roots. If humans eat affected plants and animals
that have consumed such plants as pasture, then there is a high possibility of occurrence of
negative impacts on human health.
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Pollution: Bad waste management practices in the municipality have resulted in land and air
pollution which can cause respiratory problems and other adverse health effects to humans
as contaminants, are inhaled and absorbed into the lungs proceeding to other parts of body.
Municipal wellbeing: Most of the areas are, smelly and with waste matter all over the place,
an indication of poor living standards in the municipality.
Recycling revenue: Wajir municipality does not invest in recycling and proper waste control
thus missing out on revenue from recycling, green job opportunities that come from recycling,
and potential for establishment of organic fertilizer ventures and even a factory.
Water contamination: Wajir municipality has a low water table, hence septic tanks and toilet
bucket are subject to borehole and surface water contamination.
5.3 Waste Management Practices
Waste segregation: Most generated wastes originate at the household level, markets,
institutions, and industrial zones. No proper waste segregation practices are in place, perhaps
due to lack of enforcement of existing regulations. To this end, the municipality experiences
poor handling of biomedical wastes originating from the health facilities, which often find way
to dumpsites. This is not only dangerous but also some of the recoverable materials such as
plastic bottles, metals, and paper products are lost in the dumps.
Collection and Transportation: Waste in the municipality is largely collected by the County
Government. Its transportation is currently done by open non-specialist trucks. NEMA has
already pointed out the inappropriateness of this method of transportation. To this end the
municipality seek purchase of dedicated vehicles for the movement of wastes.
Waste treatment: Waste treatment technologies have not been embraced in the municipality.
Recyclable materials comprise 50–70% of the general waste stream in the municipality,
meaning there is potential for establishment of small industries that may use recyclable items
as raw material. The need for waste segregation is paramount.
Waste disposal: Most of the municipal and domestic waste generated is disposed-off in open
non-dedicated dumpsite and other receptacles point. The municipality does not have official
and adequate waste disposal sites leading to unscrupulous workers who without authority,
end up damping wastes along the roadsides and backyards. To some degree, biomedical
waste is disposed through burners and kilns, which unfortunately are not efficient incinerators.
However, the municipality has a dumping site located at Bula Ali-maow site. Indeed, the
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requirements stipulated in the Third schedule of the Waste Management Regulations of 2006
are rarely complied with.
Plate 1: Solid Waste Management

Source: field study, 2019
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Plate 2: Sections of Dumping Site Dumping Site

Source, field study, 2019
Lack of awareness and knowledge: There is limited awareness and knowledge on the
importance of a clean and healthy environment. This has led to poor practices by the Public
towards waste management which has led to environmental pollution. As such there is poor
handling of waste at the household level including lack of segregation, reuse, reduce and
recycling. In addition, negative attitude towards waste management and failure to take
individual responsibility has contributed to poor practices such as littering, illegal dumping and
open burning.
Slow adoption of modern technological options: Although there are many waste
management technologies available which the municipality can invest in, there has been low
adoption. This is as a result of diverse factors including inadequate financial resources to
purchase the equipment’s, lack of incentives including resistance to change and lack
awareness.
Lack of segregation: There is lack of waste segregation at source leading to mixed wastes
which are collectively disposed of in the dumpsites. Where sorting is done, the problem is
compounded by the lack of bins and chambers for hence all garbage is mixed during
transportation. This hampers material recovery, reuse, and recycling. The municipality is faced
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by limited technical competencies in waste management. This has led to poor management
of our waste management facilities and equipment and their failure to attain optimal operating
capacities.
Funding: The municipality has allocated the resources for garbage management However;
the funds are not adequate especially in the garbage transport system which requires a lot of
funds. There is need to strategize how the available funds can be utilized efficiently and
effectively to ensure the management of the entire waste management cycle (collection,
transportation and disposal).
Lack of awareness and knowledge: There is limited awareness and knowledge on the
importance of a clean and healthy environment. This has led to poor practices by the Public
towards waste management which has led to environmental pollution. As such there is poor
handling of waste at the household level including lack of segregation, reuse, reduce and
recycling. In addition, negative attitude towards waste management and failure to take
individual responsibility has contributed to poor practices such as littering, illegal dumping and
open burning.
Disposal sites: Availability, siting and management. The availability of public land for the
purpose of a disposal site is a challenge in the municipality. In situations where it is located,
the neighboring communities are however opposed to it being in their backyard. This is as a
result of poor management of the existing sites.
Creation of awareness – public participation
The municipality has limited capacity and skills in waste management for both the public and
the private sector. A high degree of collaboration is required across various departments of
the County in order to raise sufficient capacities for the purpose. There is need to carry out
preliminary waste awareness initiatives among individuals as well as the public and private
institutions to improve on knowledge and skills on waste handling and how to minimize the
associated risks. There is also need to enhance collaboration and partnership with local
traders and investors and the government agencies to ensure that knowledge and skills are
transferred and undertake training programs for trainers.
In an effort to address the above situation, the Municipal board is coming up with this waste
collection and disposal plan. It constitutes the first strategic response to the growing
challenges of waste management in the municipality. In addition, the framework is a tool for
all residents and businesses in the municipality.
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Land Use and Physical Development Planning
Waste management is recognized as an integral part of land use and physical development
planning. In Wajir Municipality the associated policies and plans are in place and incorporate
the objectives of the solid waste management. In this context the requirements by NEMA for
EIA License for Environmental Clearance for any planned disposal and transfer station site
selections is appropriate to ensuring sound environmental management.
5.4 Challenges in Waste Management
Waste management in Wajir

Municipality has remained a major challenge due to diverse

factors. This range from problems associated with waste management systems, limited
knowledge, attitude and practices, political will, technical and financial resources.
Table 3: Challenges Associated With Waste Management Systems
Aspect
Waste generation
Collection and
transportation

Challenge
Increased generation of
waste
Low coverage of waste
collection services

Root cause
Increase population, change
of consumption patterns.
Inaccessible roads, lack of
payment for waste services.
lack of zoning of waste
collection areas.

Irregular collection
Inappropriate

Inadequate transportation
trucks, poor scheduling of
waste collection and
transportation, low
budgetary allocation for
operations

transportation trucks
Collection fee

Un-regulated waste
collection fees

Disposal method

Open dumping

Low investment in
acquisition of compliant
waste trucks
Lack of a clear policy on
waste management
services.
Lack of appropriate waste
disposal infrastructure
Irregular or lack of collection
service
Long distances to the
existing dump-sites
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Aspect

Challenge
Inappropriate siting of a
dumpsite

Waste recovery

Lack of segregation

Poor recycling methods

Poor quality of recovered
materials
Lack of appropriate
technologies

Lack of ICT system

Legal requirements and
enforcement

low compliance to
Environmental legislation

Root cause
Proximity to environmentally
sensitive areas, conflict with
standards of existing
establishments (airports,
designated wildlife
corridors), Lack of
acceptability by the host
communities, unavailability
of land
Lack awareness and
negative attitude towards
waste segregation, lack of
proper waste management
systems to support
segregation, lack of linkage
between the waste pickers
and the formal recycling
facilities
Contamination due to mixing
of waste
Lack of intermediate
technologies (cleaning,
pelleting etc.)
Weak enforcement and lack
of awareness on the
legislations

SWOT Analysis:
This section analysis the full scope of the situational analysis of waste management in Kenya
by identifying the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) in order to form
a basis for our way forward.
The table below provides this detailed analysis
Table 4: SWOT Analysis
Strength
Weakness
Municipality are aware of their obligations on Low priority to waste management leading to
waste management
low budgetary allocations
Municipality lacks Environmental
Inadequate trained personnel
County Government has designated waste Inadequate political good-will at County level
disposal sites
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Strength
Municipality is increasingly investing in
waste
management
systems
and
equipment’s
Municipality Board is aware of the role of
NEMA and the existing environmental laws

Weakness
Waste disposal not recognized as a land use
hence is limited or no land set aside for
waste management
Poorly managed disposal sites

Inadequate/ poor maintenance of machinery
and equipment’s
Inappropriate location of disposal sites
Poor public perceptions/ attitude on
individual responsibility towards waste
management
Tolerance to living in a dirty environment
Intolerance to the establishment of new
waste management facilities by potential
host communities
Political patronage against siting of waste
management facilities
No modern waste management facility
developed to date e.g. Sanitary landfill

Benefits of the solid waste collection and disposal framework
•

Cleaner and safe neighborhoods

•

Higher resource use efficiency

•

Resource augmentation

•

Savings in waste management costs due to reduced levels of

•

final waste for disposal

•

Better business opportunities and economic growth

•

Local ownership & responsibilities / participation
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CHAPTER SIX
POLICY INTERVENTIONS AND FRAME WORKS
6.1 Overview
Wajir municipal Board recognizes solid waste as a resource that should be managed so as to
ensure a clean, safe and healthy environment for improved quality of life, promote ecological
integrity and encourage economic vitality in a way that facilitates sustainability (as envisaged
in the constitution of Kenya 2010).
6.2 The implementation of the solid waste collection and disposal plan framework and
policy will be guided by the following principles:
(i) Right to a clean and healthy environment: Under the Constitution, 2010 every person in
Kenya has a right to a clean and healthy environment and a duty to safeguard and enhance
the environment.
(ii) Right to sustainable development: The right to development will be respected taking into
account economic, social and environmental needs. Kenya seeks to achieve people-centered
development that builds human capabilities, improves people’s wellbeing and enhances
quality of life.
(iii)Principle of Environmental Protection: There is need to balance socio-economic
development and environmental protection. In undertaking waste management, all entities
and individual should provide high level of human, health and environmental protection.
(iv) Principle of Proximity: To minimize environmental impact and transport costs. In
accordance to the principle of proximity, waste should be processed, treated and disposed as
much as possible to the location of its generation.
(v) Precautionary Principle: The principle states that measures should be taken even if some
causes and effect relationships are not fully established scientifically when an activity or
product raises threats of harm to human health or the environment.
(vi) Polluter pays principle: The principle states that those who produce pollutants or waste
should bear the costs of managing it to prevent damage to human health or the environment.
(vii) Zero Waste principle: The principles states that society should aim for zero waste,
designing and managing products and processes that reduce and eventually eliminate the
volume and toxicity of waste, to conserve and recover waste resources rather than to burn or
bury them. The Waste hierarchy establishes preferred program priorities based on zero waste
principle and sustainability. The standard outline of the hierarchy ranks 6 approaches to waste
management. In order (most preferable to least preferable) these are: prevention,
minimization, reuse, recycle (including composting), energy recovery and disposal.
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(viii) Extended producer responsibility: The principle states that producers should be given
significant responsibility financially and/or physical for the treatment or disposal of the waste
from the products they create. Beyond easing government budgets for waste management,
such responsibility in incentives companies to prevent wastes at the source, promoting more
environmentally friendly product design and supporting the achievement of public recycling
and materials management goals.
(ix) System of deposit; When buying certain products, the buyer shall pay a certain added
value to the price of the product, which shall be returned to him/her upon restitution of the
used products and the packaging to the seller, provided that there is a possibility for the used
products and the packaging to be processed, for which they need to be labelled in a manner
that is established by law and another regulation.
(x) Partnership: Building partnerships, collaboration and synergies among various
stakeholders from the public, government, non-governmental organizations, civil society and
private sector, as well as vulnerable communities and populations including women and youth,
will be prioritized to achieve effective implementation of this Policy. The private sector will be
encouraged to develop capacities for investment, construction and service delivery in
recycling and waste management.
(xi) Devolution and Cooperative government: embracing a system of consultation,
negotiation and consensus building in implementation of sustainable waste management
between and within the county and the municipal board.
(xii) Equity and social inclusion: ensuring a fair and equitable allocation of effort and cost,
as well as ploughing back of benefit’s in the context of the need to address disproportionate
vulnerabilities, responsibilities, capabilities, disparities, and inter– and intra-generational
equity. The communities that benefit from sustainable waste management shall be actively
involved in planning and decision-making.
(xiii). Principle of reuse and recycle the municipal to sensitize the residents on the
importance of the recycling non-biodegradable products. the Municipal to source funds from
the county and the development partners on establishment of recycling plant.
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6.3 The Solid Waste Management Framework
The main solid waste management problems facing Wajir municipality include;
❖ Inefficient and ineffective solid waste collection and transportation system.
❖ Inadequate capacity.
❖ Indiscriminate waste disposal.
❖ Poor waste disposal and treatment.
❖ In adequate stakeholder involvement.
❖ Uncoordinated informal solid waste minimization activities.
❖ Inadequate systems for handling hazardous waste.
❖ Inadequate financing mechanism.
❖ Low coverage of waste collection services.
❖ Irregular collection.
❖ Inappropriate siting of disposal site.
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Table 5: The Solid Waste Framework Strategies
Problem

Objective

•

To

Inaccessible roads

Enhance

Mitigation/Strategies
Waste

Collection

and Municipality Board to improve the urban area

Transportation efficiency and effectiveness.

roads.
Ensure waste transportation trucks adhere to
air quality regulations.
❖ Review the existing zoning plan to ensure

•

•

lack of payment for waste services, lack of

effectiveness and efficiency in the operational

zoning of waste collection areas,

areas.

poor scheduling of waste collection

Enhance waste collection and transportation
capacity

Ensure that waste service providers transport
•

low budgetary allocation for operations,

their waste to materials recovery facility and to
a landfill.
Ensure waste transportation trucks adhere to
air quality regulations
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Problem

•

Objective

Mitigation/Strategies

Low investment in acquisition of compliant

❖ Develop guidelines requiring all legal

waste trucks and inadequate transport

entities or individuals transporting waste
within

the

municipality

provide

tracking

documents of source and destination.
❖ Ensure that transportation of recycled
materials and waste should be conducted in
an environmentally sound manner.
•

Waste collection at the house hold level Promote waste segregation at source

Enforce waste segregation regulations at

where sorting of waste is not done.

source based on the national gazetted
minimum waste fractions for all waste
generators including household level.
❖

Ensure

separate

waste

segregation

containers are provided to enable sorting at
source of organic waste, recyclable and nonrecyclables and educate the waste generators
on the prescribed sorting categories and
methods.
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Problem

Objective

Mitigation/Strategies
❖ Carry out public awareness on waste
colour codes and importance of proper sorting
in all public labelled bins for easier sorting

Waste collection at the house hold level
where sorting of waste is not done.

Promote waste management through the
adoption of waste management hierarchy

In liaison with Municipality align County waste
management laws and strategies to the waste
management hierarchy.
❖

Prioritize

waste

prevention

and

minimization in conformance to the waste
hierarchy

when

developing

waste

management plans and legislation.
❖ Liase with the County Government of Wajir
to set

aside sufficient

land for waste

management activities, and generate jobs and
livelihoods from waste collection, recycling,
and waste management activities according
to the waste hierarchy.
❖ Establish and improve waste management
infrastructure to promote source segregation,
collection, reuse, set up materials recovery
facilities and controlled disposal in engineered
landfills.
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Problem

Objective

Mitigation/Strategies
❖ Provide well managed central collection
centers for materials that can be harvested
from waste and can be reused.
❖ In consultation with county government
institute

county

regulations

to

require

institutions to ensure that at least 50% of their
produced waste is recycled through a licensed
service provider
❖ In consultation with County Government,
identify

and

financial

prioritize

requirements

potential
of

and

setting

up

composting plants and technology in the
municipality.
❖ Establish clear procedures for providing
incentives

to

encourage

private

sector

participation in composting ventures
❖

Ensure

the

recyclers,

bio-waste

processors and material recovery facilities
shall

obtain

environmental

licenses from NEMA.
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compliance

Problem

Objective

Mitigation/Strategies
❖ Develop a 3 year plan to transit from the
current Open dumpsites and adopt land filling
for residual waste.
❖ Initiate the process of closure of open
dumpsites and establish engineered landfills
for disposal of non-recoverable fractions of
wastes.
❖ Promote the establishment of incineration
(waste-to-energy programs)

To Educate and Sensitization the Public on To Educate and Sensitization the Public on Undertake
solid waste management.

solid waste management.

community

awareness

and

sensitization programmes for sustainable
SWM service provision.
❖ Training and sensitization of leaders and
staff on SWM.
❖ Institute clean up days

The income earned by the informal waste To promote community small scale waste Private Collectors and municipal refuse
pickers is extremely low for long hours of management initiatives

collection crew has a better waste recovery

work. This is attributed to exploitation by

opportunity than their counterparts in the

brokers, lack of access to market and

informal sector because they have access to

inadequate flow of information on market

key waste production points in the town as

dynamics.

well as transportation facilities.
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Problem

Objective

The reason for low collection includes To

Strengthen

Mitigation/Strategies

the

Institutional

and Ensure adequate financial provision for SWM

insufficient financial outlays, shortage of Organizational Capacity in Solid Waste services
vehicles,

inappropriate

employment

❖ Establish SWM unit with adequate trained

and Management

allocation of staff and lack of proper planning

personnel and equipment

and systematic approach by the Environment

❖ Develop municipal waste management

Unit.

plans which are aligned to this policy.
❖ Ensure that waste service providers are
trained and Licensed including collector and
transporters.
❖ Build capacity among the stakeholders on
proper waste management

The municipality does not have an adequate To enhance proper handling, collection and Enact policy legislation to provide guidelines
policy to address hazardous waste and disposal of hazardous wastes.

for

handling

hazardous

medical waste. Medical waste is collected for

municipality level

wastes

at

the

treatment at the County referral hospital and
with the increased generation of such wastes,
their capacity may be overwhelmed in future.
Lack of efficient financial mechanism for solid Enhance Financial Mechanism for solid waste Liase with County government to ensure that
waste management

management

adequate
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resources

are

allocated

for

Problem

Objective

Mitigation/Strategies
sustainable waste management actions in
county budgetary processes and solicit for
donor support.
❖ Build capacity to mobilize and enhance
absorption of resources for sustainable waste
management interventions.
❖ Promote the creation of green jobs by
establishing and enabling policy framework
for investment, creating business friendly
regulatory environments in recycling, green
economy,

and

sustainable

waste

management.
❖ Support waste management enterprises at
the Municipality level, including those that are
run by vulnerable and marginalized Groups.
❖ Oversee sector specifics; anti-corruption,
transparency, accountability and integrity
mechanisms

to

safeguard

management of finances.
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prudent

Problem

Objective

Mitigation/Strategies
❖ Waste generators including individuals and
households shall contribute to the cost of
waste management services

The

Municipality’s

ability

to

respond Maintain a data base on solid waste Set

up data collection

Municipality

enhanced

generated and how they are handled.

collection

on

waste

streams,

of

effectively to the waste challenge requires management in the municipality
data

waste

system

the

volumes

generation, current waste disposal practices,

❖ Register service providers to ensure that

waste minimization, reuse and recycling

all policy and regulatory decisions at the

opportunities, as well as the impacts of the

Municipality level are informed and are based

current poor state of waste management on

on credible data.

public health and the environment.

❖ Incorporate waste management indicators
into the Municipality’s Integrated
Monitoring and Evaluation System

Waste management is a dynamic paradigm Promote
and

requires

innovation

as

consistent
new waste

research
streams

research

and

technological Establish linkages with the government,

and knowledge on solid waste management

academia, private sector, civil society and

are

global

sustainable

waste

management

released regularly. Universities and research

innovation institutions.

institutions play a critical role in generating

❖ Identify research and technology needs for

data to guide decision making as well as

enhancing SWM in the municipality

innovation development. Currently, there is
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Problem

Objective

Mitigation/Strategies

inadequate research being carried out on
waste management
Un-coordinated garbage collection activities

Formulation of garbage collection operations Coordinated garbage collection
schedule
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6.4 Environmental Strategies
Table 6: Environmental Protection Strategies
Problem
Poor

solid

management

Objective

Mitigation/Strategies

Duration

waste Provide proper solid ❖ Identify and procure a new solid waste 5 years
waste management
systems

dumping site

Actors
Municipality board
Private sector

❖ Demarcation, fencing and preparation of
the designated waste management site
❖ Decommissioning of the existing dumping
sites
❖ Provision of appropriate designated waste

5 years

Municipality board

collection centers/points
❖ Provision of waste collection bins and Continuous
receptcles

Municipality board
Private sector

❖ Public sensitization on non-littering policy in Continuous
the municipality

Municipality board
NEMA
Public health department
Private sector

❖ Promote waste sorting separation

Continuous

Municipality board
NEMA
Private sector
Residents
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Problem

Objective

Mitigation/Strategies
❖ Promote

waste

reuse,

recycling

Duration
and Continuous

reduction

Actors
Municipality board
Private sector
Residents

❖ Increase the waste collection frequency

Continuous

Municipality board

❖ Privatize waste collection and management Short term then Municipality board
continuous
❖ Proper solid waste management rather
than dumping at the designate site

Municipality board
Residents

❖ Enforce county by-laws on solid waste Continuous
management.

Municipality board
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6.5 Implementation matrix
Table 7: Implementation Matrix
No

objective

Key actions

Responsible Agency

Time frame

1

To enhance solid waste collection and

➢ Review the existing

Municipal board

3 years

transportation services in Wajir

zoning plan and

County government of

municipality.

ensure effectiveness

Wajir

and efficiency in the

National government

operational areas

Development partners

➢ Develop solid waste

Private sectors

operational
strategies/plan

➢ Outsource solid waste
management services

Municipal board

3 years

County government of
Wajir
National government
Development partners
Private sectors

➢ Provision of
appropriate solid

Municipal board
County government of
Wajir
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3 years

No

objective

Key actions

Responsible Agency

waste management

National government

and equipments

Development partners

Time frame

Private sectors
➢ Promoting enabling

Municipal board

frameworks for public

County government of

private partnership

Wajir

3 years

National government
Development partners
Private sectors
➢ Establish community

Municipal board

3 years

committees to oversee County government of
solid waste

Wajir

management and

National government

disposal operations

Development partners

especially at the

Private sectors

household level
2.

Public awareness and education on solid
waste management

➢ Conduct public

Municipal board

awareness campaigns

County government of

on proper solid waste

Wajir

collection and disposal National government
Development partners
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Monthly (every year)

No

objective

Key actions

Responsible Agency

Time frame

Private sectors
➢ Designate clean up

Municipal board

days for the whole

County government of

municipality

Wajir

Monthly (every year)

National government
Development partners
Private sectors
NEMA, CBOs and NGOs
➢ Hold workshops,

Municipal board

seminars on solid

County government of

waste collection and

Wajir

disposal plan

National government

Monthly (every year)

Development partners
Private sectors
NEMA, CBOs and NGOs
3.

Promote waste segregation at source

Develop regulations to

Municipal board

promote waste separation

County government of

at source

Wajir
National government
Development partners
Private sectors
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3 years

No

objective

Key actions

Responsible Agency

Time frame

Promote waste separation

Municipal board

2 years

and sorting at household

County government of

level

Wajir
National government
Development partners
Private sectors

Install litter bins and

Municipal board

receptacles to control

County government of

littering and promote

Wajir

waste separation

National government

1 year

Development partners
Private sectors
Establish small scale

Municipal board

recycling plants

County government of

1 year

Wajir
National government
Development partners
Private sectors
Organize and formalize

Municipal board

informal waste

County government of
Wajir
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3 years

No

objective

Key actions

Responsible Agency

entrepreneurs into co-

National government

operative.

Development partners

Promote waste

Private sectors

Time frame

composting
4.

Improving waste disposal and treatment

Procure, develop new

Municipal board

solid waste facility.

County government of

Decommission existing

Wajir

dumping sites.

National government

2 years

Development partners
Private sectors
Introduce controlled

Municipal board

tipping system practices

County government of

at the disposal sites to

Wajir

remove mal odors, litter

National government

and other nuisance and to

Development partners

minimize the problem of

Private sectors

2 years

flies and vermin
Promote waste to energy

Municipal board

technologies and

County government of

investment ventures

Wajir

through fiscal incentives

National government
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2 years

No

objective

Key actions

Responsible Agency

and infrastructure

Development partners

development

Private sectors

Develop a 3-year plan to

Municipal board

transit from the current

County government of

open dumpsite and adopt

Wajir

land filling for residual

National government

waste

Development partners

Time frame

3 years

Private sectors
5

To strengthen institutional capacity

Recruitment of additional

Municipal board

staff, staff trainig on solid

County government of

waste management

Wajir

2 years

National government

6

Handling of hazardous wastes

Improvement of working

Development partners

conditions

Private sectors

Promote waste separation

Municipal board

at source

County government of
Wajir

Provide incineration

National government

services

Development partners
Private sectors
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2 years

No

objective

Key actions

Responsible Agency

Time frame

Municipal board

3 years

Contract private sector
that specialize in handling
and disposal of hazardous
wastes
7

Improved street drainage, market and
parks cleaning services

➢ Encourage and
promote the formation

County government of

of small and micro

Wajir

waste enterprises at

National government

neighbourood

Development partners

➢ Provide training to the

Private sectors

small-scale
entrepreneur on solid
waste management
➢ Provide space or land
for community groups
engaged in solid
waste value addition
activities
8

Promote research and technological

Establish linkages with

Municipal board

advancement on solid waste management

the government,

County government of

academia, private sector,

Wajir
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5 years

No

objective

Key actions

Responsible Agency

civil society and global

National government

sustainable waste

Development partners

management innovations

Private sectors

Time frame

institutions
Conduct study on
Waste classification
characterization and
analysis.

Introduce Waste
minimization strategies

Explore Marketing
potential for the
recyclables
Maintain a data base on solid waste
management in the municipality

➢ Set up data collection

Municipal board

system of the

County government of

municipality waste

Wajir

streams, volumes

National government

generated and how

Development partners

they are handled

Private sectors
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2 years

No

objective

Key actions

Responsible Agency

Time frame

Ensure that adequate

Municipal board

5 years

resources are allocated

County government of

for sustainable waste

Wajir

management actions

National government

➢ Incorporate waste
management
indicators into the
municipality integrated
monitoring and
evaluation system
9.

Financial aspects

Development partners
Private sectors
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6.6 Solid Waste Management Plan Implementation performance indicators
The consultant has identified a series of focus areas, goals, strategies and tasks. These are to be implemented by the county government and
the municipal board.
Table 8: Solid Waste Management Plan Implementation Performance Indicators
Focus areas
Public
health
environment

Goals
and Minimize public
health risks

Strategies
Maintain access to
disposal facilities and
services
Comply with
County disposal
regulations

Reduce illegal
dumping

Deliver public
education programs

tasks
• Provide
waste
collection services
• Provide waste drop off
services at the landfill
• Operate landfills in
compliance
with
Permits
and
the
relevant legislation
• Respond to requests
for accepting
and
treating
local
contaminated
soil at Wajir dumpsite
• Develop
and
implement an
education program
• Maintain
“Good
Samaritan” reporting
program
• Work towards limiting
access to
common
illegal
dumping areas
• Contact
other
municipalities for
ideas about community
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Performance indicators
• Disposal contracts are
in place
• Reported incidents of
illegal dumping
• Non-compliance reports

Increased level of
participation in “Good
Samaritan” program

Focus areas

Goals

Strategies
Investigate regulatory
options

Minimize the
need for bear
destruction and
relocation

Manage waste
effectively

Deliver public
education programs

tasks
involvement
• Develop and enforce
penalties for illegal
dumping
• Collect and dispose of
illegally
dumped
materials
environmentally
sensitive areas, near
landfills and in known
problem areas
• Track quantities and
locations of illegally
dumped material
• Maintain bear fence at
landfills
• Apply daily cover at
landfills

Performance indicators

•

•

•

Minimize
greenhouse gas
emissions that
may be generated
by processing,

Investigate the
development of
primary landfill site
with a network of
transfer stations

•
•

Coordinate
with
conservation
officer
Develop and conduct
education
programs
(inserts, billboards etc)
Continue
examining
means of expanding
life of landfill
Identify
potential
transfer station sites
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•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Quantity of illegally
dumped material
Implementation
of
changes to ticketing
bylaw
to
include
provision for illegal
dumping

Are
fences
well
maintained
and
effective?
Is daily cover being
used?
Is the number of
incidents
decreasing?
Are education programs
in place?
Did we do studies?
Net greenhouse gas
reduction

Focus areas

Waste
Reduction

Goals
Strategies
disposal or
transportation of
solid waste, by prioritizing
diversion and
disposal options
based on life
cycle analysis.
Examine potential of
landfill gas
management or
bioreactor

Continue or
enhance
education
programs to
enable residents
to make sound
choices, and
promote
community
involvement

Continue public
information program

Optimize
recycling services
offered to

Embody concepts
such as flexibility,
responsiveness,

tasks
• Determine feasibility of
establishing a transfer
station-based system
• Address
issue
of
backyard
burning:
quantify/qualify
sources of air pollution
• Routinely monitor new
literature related to new
technologies
• Apply
to
the
development partners
for grant
• feasibility study and
field tests of landfill gas
collection and flaring
system and bioreactor.
• Develop, market and
promote
education
package for residents
• Include information on
composter availability
and
vermiculture
programs
• Utilize a variety of
media
(internet,
newspaper, radio etc.)
• Focus education efforts
on school children
• Write new recycling
contract to include
these principles
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Performance indicators

•
•

Application submitted
Grant approved

•

Number of programs
delivered
Number of participants
in programs
Individual
school
specific programs

•
•

Build
reporting
contract:
- Collected volume

into

Focus areas

Goals
residential
customers

Corporate &
community
leadership

Demonstrate
corporate and
community
leadership

Strategies
customer choice etc
in the new recycling
contract in order to
be able to take
advantage of new
recycling
markets/
processes/
opportunities
Develop a
sustainable
community policy and
include
solid
waste
management issues
Incorporate
sustainability
concepts in operating
programs
Monitor operations
and compare with
other jurisdictions

tasks
Performance indicators
• Monitor
contractor - Sold volume
- Volume landfilled
performance
- Cost

Work
with
another • Is policy complete?
department
heads
in
sustainable
community
policy development
Share results of strategic Has operations group been
planning
consulted?
with operations group
•

•

Develop
list
of
performance indicators
and gather data on an
annual basis
Find
comparable
jurisdictions in terms of
population, size and
urbanization
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Table 9: Solid Waste Management Plan
Programme/ Sub
Programme/
Project

Key Outcome

Key performance Indicators

Source of
funding

Planned Targets

Dissemination of
the solid waste
management
framework

Popular version
of the policy
document
Public barazas

Physical availability of the documents
Attendance list and minutes

Municipal Board
County
Government of
Wajir

100%

Training of Staff
and Stakeholders

Number of staff
and stakeholders
trained

Approved minutes and attendance list

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

40M

Procure, secure
and commission a
new solid waste
management site

Availability of
the solid waste
management
site

Availability of the ownership
documents

Construction of
Containment
wall/fencing at
dumpsite –
decommissioning

Environmentally Constructed wall at dumpsite
friendly and
Completion certificate
aesthetic and
walled dumpsite

Municipal Board
County
Development
Partners /Donor
Support
Municipal Board
Government of
Kenya
County
Government of
Wajir
Development
Partners /Donor
Support
NEMA
Municipal Board
County
Government of
Wajir
Development
Partners /Donor
Support

100%

-

-

-

-

47M

Year 1
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Year
2

Year
3

Year
4

Total
Budget
Year
5
10M

Programme/ Sub
Programme/
Project

Key Outcome

Key performance Indicators

Source of
funding

Planned Targets

Installations of
Incinerators

Number of
incinerators
installed

Availability of incinerators
Completion certificates

Municipal Board
Development
Partners /Donor
Support

20%

Year
2
40%

Purchase of 3
garbage trucks –
skip loader

Number of
garbage trucks
purchased

Availability of garbage trucks
Log books

50%

100%

Purchase of Litter
bins/bags

Number of litter
bins / bags

physical Availability of litter bins
Local Purchase Order/Delivery notes

Enactment of by
laws

Enactment of by
laws

Availability of Hansard
% of implemented by laws

Municipal Board
Development
Partners /Donor
Support
Municipal Board
Development
Partners /Donor
Support
Municipal Board
County assembly

100%

-

-

-

Benchmarking
excursions

Number of
excursions done

Travel documents
Attendance list

Municipal Board

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Development of
garbage collection
operation plan

Operation plan

Daily register of the collection

Municipal Board

-

-

-

-

-

Year 1

Year
3
60%

Total
Budget

Year
4
80%

Year
5
100%

150M

-

-

30M

100%
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10M

4.5M

50M
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Stakeholders Workshop Minutes.
MINUTES OF THE STAKEHOLDERS WORKSHOP FOR THE PRESENTATION OF THE
DRAFT SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK AND INTEGRAED DEVELOPMENT
PLAN FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF WAJIR, HELD ON 23RD DECEMBER, 2019 AT GIS LAB
IN THE MUNICIPALITY.
AGENDA
❖ Opening Prayers
❖ Opening Remarks
❖ Consultant Presentation & Plenary and Resolutions
❖ Adjournment

LIST OF ATTENDANCE
❖ As per attendance list appended

APOLOGIES
❖ Non registered

MINUTES 01/ 23/ 12/2019: OPENING PRAYERS
The chair of the stakeholder session Mr. Abdirahman Mohammed Abdille called the meeting to
order at 10:45 A.M. He requested the imam to open the meeting with a word of prayer. The chair
then requested those present to do self-introduction.
MINUTES 02/ 23/ 12/2019: OPENING REMARKS
The chair thanked the stakeholders for finding time to attend the workshop. He explained the
objectives of the workshop was for the consultants contracted by the county government to
present the draft solid waste management plan and the integrated development plan. He invited
the consultant to make presentations.
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MINUTES 03/ 23/ 12/2019: PRESENTATION OF THE DRAFT REPORTS BY CONSULTANTS
AND RESOLUTIONS THEREOF
Lead consultants in each of the two consultancies made power point presentations to the
stakeholders present.
The lead consultant thanked the chair for the opportunity given to make presentation. He
explained that the main aim of the workshop was for the stakeholders to give their comments
regarding the solid waste management framework.
On his presentation he explained that it is a requirement of the law and its good practice for urban
areas to formulate frameworks for management of solid waste in their localities. He emphasized
that the integrated development plan and the solid waste management framework are the
minimum set conditions for the municipal boards to benefit from the ongoing Kenya Urban Support
Programme.The county government of Wajir sought consultancy services on the development of
the solid waste management framework

and the integrated development .The consultants

reminded the stakeholders of the previous workshop in which they had explained about the
purpose of the projects.
The lead consultant proceeded to present a power point presentation of the draft plan to the
stakeholders. He highlighted the various components of the reports which included:
Project background, baseline information, methodology, legal frameworks, situational analyses
and the proposed policy interventions, strategies and implementation frameworks.
The consultant opened the forum for comments from the stakeholders. After exhaustive
deliberations and responds to all matters raised by the stakeholders, it was resolved that the
consultant should integrate the concerns raised at the forum into the draft framework and present
the final framework to the county government for adoption, approval and implementation.
The chair called upon the lead consultant undertaking the formulation of the integrated
development plan to do their presentation to the stakeholders. The consultant did a power point
presentation touching on the various chapters of the plan. These included; introduction,
background information, legal and policy framework, methodology, planning and development
principles (municipal economy, municipal planning, municipal environment, municipal housing
amongst others), municipal strategic direction and implementation frameworks and monitoring
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and evaluation. The consultant then called for feedback from the stakeholders and several issues
were raised, among them were
The interlinkage between integrated development plan and county integrated development plan.
Why the board of the municipality was visibly slow on delivering on its mandate, whether the
public would be sensitized on this policy, and where the funds for implementation of the policy
would come from.
After deliberation it was resolved that the consultant would input the changes and suggestion
made in the stakeholders meeting and proceed to complete and present the integrated
development plan to the county government of Wajir for adoption, approval and implementation.
MINUTES 02/ 23/ 12/2019: ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 12: 40 P.M
Stakeholders Attendance List
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Technical Staff Attendance List
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Stakeholders Workshop Photo Log
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Stakeholders validating the report
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